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‘elmex’ has dis�nc�on of being the first manufacturer in India to make DIN Rail Mounted Terminal Blocks as an

import subs�tute component nearly five and half decades ago. Since then  has improved and perfected ‘elmex’

termina�on technology to suit Indian applica�ons encompassing industries like Power, Cement, Telecom, Railways, 

Process  and the like. Applica�on requirement and termina�on solu�ons are typical to an industry. While  ‘elmex’

provides Termina�on solu�ons for all the Industries as men�oned above, offers  Terminal  Blocks  for  use  in  Explosive 

Atmospheres.
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Safety requirements are of paramount importance in industries as the  slightest spark or arc can cause an explosion, 

which can lead to heavy loss of resources. In order to avert such undesirable situa�ons, it is necessary that safety 

precau�ons as applicable at various stages of manufacturing in the plant are taken and in place. One of the safe 

prac�ces is to make the right kind of termina�on that does not produce an arc or spark and does not heat-up to a 

level that can ignite surrounding explosive atmospheres. terminal blocks are designed, constructed and  'elmex' 

tested for the safe working requirements as specified in product standard EN 60079-7 for increased safety 'e' and 

EN 60079-11 for Intrinsic safety 'I'. 
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What causes an explosion? 

Inflammable substances (in the form of liquid such as petrol, diesel, fuel, oil, chemicals, solvents etc.; in the form 

of inflammable dust such as coal dust, sugar, wood dust, flour etc. and in the form of inflammable gas such as 

methane, butane, propane, acetylene, vinyl chloride, hydrogen etc.) 
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ATEX Direc�ve  is a term  generally  referred to as two European Direc�ves for controlling explosive atmospheres,

describing what kind of work environment and what types of equipments are allowed in poten�ally explosive

atmospheres.

The two ATEX Direc�ves, one for the manufacturer and the other for the user of the equipment are men�oned below :

ATEX Equipment Direc�ve 2014/34/EU: Equipment and protec�ve systems intended for use in 

poten�ally explosive atmospheres

ATEX Workplace Direc�ve 1999/92/EC : Minimum requirements for improving the safety and health 

protec�on of workers poten�ally at risk from explosive atmospheres

Direc�ve applicable to ‘  terminal blocks is the equipment Direc�ve 2014/34/EU. This Direc�ve  elmex’

is generally referred to as ATEX 95 and it focuses on the du�es of manufacturers.

An explosive atmosphere for the purposes of Direc�ve 2014/34/EU is defined as a mixture :

a)  of flammable substances in the form of gases, vapours, mists or dusts ;

b)  with air ;

c)  under atmospheric condi�ons,

 d) In which a�er igni�on, the combus�on spreads to the en�re unburnt mixture [it has to be noted that

 some�mes, (mainly with dust), the whole quan�ty of the combus�ble material is not always consumed by the 

  combus�on].

An atmosphere, which could become explosive due to local and/or opera�onal condi�ons, is called a poten�ally 
explosive atmosphere. Products, falling under the  poten�ally Direc�ve 2014/34/EU, are specially designed for this
explosive atmosphere only.

It is important to note that products are not covered by Direc�ve 2014/34/EU where they are intended

for use in or in rela�on to mixtures which might poten�ally be explosive but one or more of the defining

elements (a) to (d) above are not present.

For Example: 

A product within a poten�ally explosive mixture without the presence of air is not in scope of the Direc�ve.

Special processes of this type requires equipment that has been specially designed for the risks, as equipment

for use in poten�ally explosive atmospheres may pose an igni�on hazard for mixtures under non-atmospheric condi�ons.
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Equipment Class: This is further categoriza�on of the above Groups. The categories are as under:

Zone 0: An area in which an explosive gas atmosphere is present con�nuously or for long periods or frequently.

Zone 1: An area in which an explosive gas atmosphere is likely to occur in normal opera�on occasionally

Zone 2: An area in which an explosive gas atmosphere is not likely to occur in normal opera�on but if it does. occur, 
              will persist for a short period only.
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Various Sources have tried to place �me limits on these zones and the most common values used are as under :-

Zone 0 : Explosive atmosphere for more than 1000 hrs. per year

Zone 1 : Explosive atmosphere for more than 10 but less then 1000 hrs. per year

Details as explained above are tabulated below for ready reference and inference

Zone 2 : Explosive atmosphere for less than 10 hrs. per year but s�ll sufficiency likely as to require control 
over igni�on sources 

2. ATEX DIRECTIVES
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EPL
Group Group Equipment 

    Group

Ma

Mb

Ga

Gb

Gc

Da

Db

Dc

M1

M2

1G

2G

3G

1D

2D

3D

Zones

NA

0

1

20

21

2

22

Equipment 
 Category

EN 60079-0 Direc�ve 2014/34/EU EN 60079-10-X

I

II

III

I

II



Zone 0 : Petrol vapour - air mixture is always present within the underground tank, above the liquid surface level. 

Thus, in this area, an explosive gas atmosphere is present con�nuously or for long periods. 

Zone 1 : While re-filling the underground tank or the vehicle, petrol vapour - air mixture which is explosive is 

present in areas of the underground tank lid and the vehicle tank lid. But explosive gas atmospheres are 

not con�nuously present in these areas. 

Zone 2 : This is the area where explosive gas atmosphere in the form of petrol vapour - air mixture is unlikely to 
occur and if it occurs, it is for a short period only. 
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ATEX Cer�fica�on process comprises of two types of Cer�fica�on

The EC Type of Examina�on Cer�ficate: This cer�fica�on indicates that the products covered in cer�fica�on meet 

the requirements of applicable standards for par�cular types of protec�on as well as the validity of the technical 

construc�on file established by the manufacturer and the assessment of EHSRS - Essen�al Health and Safety 

Requirement as listed in ATEX Direc�ve 

Product Quality Assurance No�fica�on: This cer�fica�on refers to a Quality System Audit or assessment of the 

produc�on or product quality assurance system established by the organiza�on. The cer�fica�on indicates that 

products covered in EC Type Examina�on shall con�nue to meet the type examina�on requirements as per ATEX 

Direc�ve. 

Inspec�on or Audit for Product Quality Assurance No�fica�on is carried out by a No�fied Body as decided by the 

respec�ve member state. These no�fied bodies are given unique numbers by which they can be readily iden�fied.

The Product Quality Assurance No�fica�on has validity for three years and the manufacturer’s quality system

is subject to periodic audit every year. In addi�on, whilst the no�fied body has various responsibili�es under the 

Direc�ve, the manufacturer ( or authorized representa�ve ) always remains responsible for the compliance of the 

equipment.
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There are different types of protec�on methods which are to be implemented so that equipment and electrical 
components can be used in poten�ally explosive atmospheres.

4. ATEX PROTECTION METHODS
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Terminal Blocks cer�fied to the above referred standards are constructed to comply 
with more stringent technical requirements as compared to other standards applicable to 
terminal blocks

Intrinsic protec�on is a common method of protec�on in instrumenta�on and control circuits. 
It is the only protec�on method that can be applied in Zone 0 or Zone 20, where the presence 
of explosive atmospheres is permanent. Generally, terminal blocks or components used in 
intrinsically safe circuits are in blue colour 

It is necessary that terminal blocks for use in explosive atmospheres are installed a�er requisite 
understanding about its opera�ng, installa�on and normal service condi�ons as recommended 
by the manufacturer 

 Terminal Blocks are cer�fied for the most severe temperature class T6 for which 
the maximum surface temperature limit is 85 degrees C. 
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T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

450

300

200

135

100

85

Temperature Class Maximum Surface 
Temperature Degree C.

Table given below shows maximum surface temperature limits for Group ll electrical ewuipment

Classifica�on of maximum surface temperatures for Groups II Electrical Equipment
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               Terminal Blocks are cer�fied for Group Il applica�on which is intended for use in places with an explosive 
gas atmosphere other than mines suscep�ble to firedamp and are suitable for an  ambient temperature range of 
- 20 to +40˚C and temperature class T6.

Electrical equipment of Group Il is subdivided according to the nature of the explosive gas atmosphere for which 
it is intended.
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5. ATEX TERMINAL BLOCKS

400 V

500 V/400 V G 32

630 V/400 V G 32

500 V/ 250 V G 32

630 V/500 V G 32

630 V/500 V G 32

630 V/500 V G 32

250 V

250 V

250 V

200 V

200 V

750 V

750 V

1000 V/630 V-TS32

800 V

630 V

630 V/ 500 G-32

1.5 - 16

1.5 Nm

0.8 Nm
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5. ATEX TERMINAL BLOCKS

630 V/500 V G 32

630 V/500 V G 32

630 V/500 V G 32

630 V/500 V G 32

800 V/630 V G 32

800 V/630 V G 32

630 V/400 V G 32

500 V

800 V/630 V G 32

400 V

630 V/ 400 V G 32

250 A

0.5 - 6

0.5 Nm
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With end plate

CST 70

CST 185

320 V

250 V

400 V

400 V

500 V

500 V

630 V

630 V

630 V

630 V

630 V

630 V

400 V

400 V 

400 V

275 V

800 V

800 V

192 A

353 A

70

185

10 - 70

10 - 185

10 - 70

10 - 185

6 Nm

14 Nm
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